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L et us consider how a combination might work in 
 a situation where we are trying to combine data 
 from two probabilistic prediction systems that 

are individually calibrated and reliable but which may 
have correlated errors. For simplicity, we assume that 
the probabilistic predictions are normal distributions 
rather than discrete ensemble realizations. In such 
a case, what we seek is information on the state of 
a future observation y. Considering the (unknown) 
observations Y and forecasts X1 and X2 as random 
variables, we are interested in the conditional distri-
bution of the observation given the forecast, that is, 
Y | (X1, X2). To estimate this, we assume that the basic 
information we need is contained in a joint distribu-
tion:

  . (ES1)

That is, the joint distribution of Y, X1, and X2 is a 
multivariate normal with the specified observation 
and the two forecast means (μy, μ1, μ2) and vari-
ances (σ2

y, σ
2

1, σ
2

2). The terms (ρy1, ρy2, ρ12) indicate 
the correlations between the observations and the 
first and second model forecasts and the correlation 
between the two forecasts. We assume all of these 
can be estimated adequately from past forecast 
data. Writing

  (ES2)

for the standardized departures of the forecasts from 
their climatological means, it can be shown that

,
  (ES3)
where
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Here, τ1 and τ2 are defined as
  
  (ES5)

which characterizes the sharpness of the two indi-
vidual calibrated forecasts Y|X1 and Y|X2 with respect 
to climatology. The term θ is defined as

  (ES6)

and characterizes how dependent the forecasts are 
conditional on the state of Y. Equation (ES3) indicates 
that the conditional distribution for the observations 

given the two forecasts is itself a normal distribution. 
The conditional mean is a linear combination of the 
mean of the observation climatology and the two 
standardized forecast departures from their respective 
climatological means. The predicted conditional vari-
ance is a fraction of the climatological variance, which 
is smaller when the forecasts have a small spread rela-
tive to the climatological spread. The relative weights 
applied to the two forecast models are not immediately 
obvious when the forecast errors are correlated. Let 
us now consider how the combination of information 
from the two distributions would occur under the ap-
plication of these equations. Figure ES1 shows some 
simple examples of combinations based on Eq. (ES3). 
Figure ES1a shows the various distributions when the 
two forecasts have somewhat different sharpnesses 
but where their conditional errors are uncorrelated. In 
this circumstance, the posterior distribution is sharper 
than either forecast individually, as expected, and its 
mean is somewhat closer to the mean of the sharper 
forecast. Figure ES1b shows the forecasts with the same 
sharpness as in Fig. ES1a but now where the condi-
tional correlation is 0.4. Interestingly, the posterior 

Fig. ES1. Combinations of calibrated, postprocessed guidance under conditions of varying forecast sharpness 
and intermodel correlation: (a) τ1 = 0.4, τ2 = 0.5, and θ = 0 (relatively similar forecast sharpness, no correlation 
between forecasts); (b) τ1 = 0.4, τ2  = 0.5, and θ = 0.4 (relatively similar forecast sharpness, forecasts correlated); 
(c) τ1 = 0.4, τ2  = 0.7, and θ = 0 (dissimilar forecast sharpness, no correlation between forecasts); and (d) τ1 = 0.4, 
τ2  = 0.7, and θ= 0.4 (dissimilar forecast sharpness, forecasts correlated).
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distribution more closely resembles that of the sharper 
of the two forecasts, and the sharpness of the posterior 
is not markedly different from that of the sharper of 
the two forecasts. Figures ES1a and ES1d show two 
similar scenarios of uncorrelated and correlated 
forecasts, respectively, but now where the sharpness 
of one is markedly higher than the other. Figure ES1d 
shows that in this case the posterior distribution is little 

different from the sharper forecast’s distribution. Note 
that for the examples in Figs. ES1a–d, the posterior 
density is not a weighted combination of the two indi-
vidual forecast densities; it is unimodal, not bimodal. 
In summary, when seeking to combine forecasts that 
are individually calibrated and which may have cor-
related errors, the simple weighted combination of the 
two ensemble systems is demonstrably suboptimal.
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